Home Technology &
Entertainment

We’re the whole package.
At Electronic Life, we do what we love and love what we do! From
researching the latest technologies, to keeping up to date with
product training and certifications, our goal is to provide you, our
valued customer, with the best products and services around. For
us, this is not only about selling products, it’s about the relationship
we want to build with you.
We believe the first step in any relationship is building trust. We
focus on listening to your wants and needs; we fine tune them
into a custom-designed proposal, helping you envision smarttechnology in your home. Whether you are a technophobe, or a
technology junky, we want to make sure your system is easy to use
so everybody in your home can enjoy the system and maximize its
full potential!
We take pride in our work, and we appreciate your feedback.
Our reputation is built on your satisfaction!

Electronic Life is a full-service custom integration firm providing the design and installation of sophisticated
electronic systems that meet any budget for residential and corporate environments. We believe that
understanding your lifestyle and how technology can enhance it are key to a successful project. Our team
will provide client services from the initial discovery phase to the design, installation, and programming of
your electronic system. Let us exceed your expectations!
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RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS
Whole-house Audio & Video

Dim the lights and set the temperature to
the desired evening level, push play on your
favorite station, keep a virtual eye on the kids,
and then Google a new recipe for dinner...
all from one of the conveniently located
touchscreens in the kitchen. With remote
capability, you can control your systems from
anywhere in the world, giving you full control
even when you’re not at home.

Call us today to learn more!
Topeka

785.232.5966
Kansas City

913.227.4122
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Watch the big match or your favorite
movie in complete surround sound with
your family and friends in any room of
your home!

Surveillance
Protecting lives and property by utilizing
the right detection systems is priority
number one.

New Construction

The best time to plan for home
entertainment and automation is
during construction or renovation.
Modern homes need advanced wiring
for phones, audio equipment, networks,
video, and other data. By making an
investment in pre-wiring, you will
substantially reduce your energy usage
and receive a significant return on your
money.
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One Control for Everything
With an Electronic Life smart home you will only need
one controller for all the systems in your home! You can
create the environment you want any time of day or night
with the touch of a button.

SMART HOME

SECURITY
Through our Home Automation technology,
Electronic Life will help you take command of
your home. You’ll be able to control multiple
home entertainment and technology systems
with a single user-friendly interface. Tired of
the all the remotes you have laying around
your living room? A single elegant touch pad
can easily replace those remotes, or any of
your mobile digital devices can control your
home systems from anywhere in the world.
With your device, you can program a variety
of lifestyle scenarios to fit the flow of your day.
Create an “Away” setting that will set back HVAC
settings and turn off all lights, music and TVs
when nobody’s home. Program a “Party” setting
that will set mood lighting and broadcast music
through whatever rooms of your house that
you desire. With a “Nighttime” setting, you can
lower the temperature in your house without
getting out of bed. The possibilities are endless
and entirely up to you.
Our state-of-the-art home and business
automation packages are here to place you on
the cutting edge of systems control. We have
various touch-screen control systems that
allow unprecedented command over every
subsystem. Allow us to make you the master
of your home.

™
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Digital Signage

COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS

It All Starts With Design...
Effective systems integration requires careful
planning, layout, and design. Electronic Life
offers advanced system design services. From
installing flat panel TVs to automation control,
Electronic Life is here to design and execute
your systems just the way you envision them
to be.
During the design process
we will develop a plan to aesthetically blend
your new system into your décor. A well
designed install to us is one that performs
as expected and where speakers, TVs, alarm
keypads, thermostats, and light switches are
minimized, concealed, or consolidated.

Call us today to learn more!

Reach your customers in a whole new
way. Digital Signage has been proven
to effectively drive sales by displaying
relevant and readily available product
information.With a digital display from
Electronic Life, you can easily create
targeted electronic Communications.

Sports Bars
Create a custom video and sound
environment for your business. Sports
bars, restaurants, hotels and more!
Electronic Life can seamlessly integrate a
commercial sound and video system into
your business environment.

Boardroom A/V
Communicate more effevtively with
audio and visual boardroom technology.
Electronic Life offers systems and
components that tranform your meeting
room into a motivating experience.
Coporate Educational, Government,
and house of worship solutions also
available.

Topeka

785.232.5966
Kansas City

913.227.4122
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House of Worship

Experience the pleasure of working with
a single competent organization, instead
of the hassle and aggravation of trying
to coordinate multiple companies to
integrate your electronic systems.

the final project. Hi-Tech Home ensures your satisfaction.

Video Conferencing
We make video communication avaiable
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are easy and affordable on personal
computers and high definition room
systems that look awesome and won’t
hog your precious bandwidth.

Networking
Electronic Life offers professional, costeffective networking solutions for phone,
data, and audio/video. From single data
jacks to entire buildings with hundreds of
drops, Electronic Life has you covered!
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integration of a video surveillance system.
From single camera door entry systems to
elaborate multi-property monitoring with
acces control, Electronic Life designs and
integrates system that are easy to use
and meet your spec.

Founded in 2002 as Kansas Audio Video, then merged in
2014 with Home Audio Connections and rebranded Electronic
Life. EL sells, designs and installs audio, video and security
equipment and systems for residential and commercial clients
throughout all of Kansas, Missouri and surrounding areas.
EL’s mission is to offer the type of personal service and level
of craftsmanship that comes with being a CEDIA certified
provider. And with over 14 years of successful installations
under our belt, we are confident our pride in customer service
is evident in each job we complete.
EL understands that integrating technology into a home
or business can create unnecessary stress. Our step-by-step
consulting process ensures your comfort throughout any

project. Let our team of friendly, knowledgeable experts take
the hassle out of electronic systems integration. Experience
the Electronic Life difference today!
We know it’s not enough to just sell you a product or
services. We also understand that the products we sell,
and the integration of them into your environment can
sometimes be complex. That’s why we offer a complimentary
consultation, no matter how large or small your plans. We
believe that teams perform best when everyone has a clear
picture of the desired result.
So, how do we do it? Our five-milestone process acts as
a roadmap for your project, making us all faster and more
efficient. The result? A happy team, and even happier clients.

JOSH GORRELL
Founder, President

jgorrell@electroniclife.com
785.232.5966 ext. 101

AARON KOKER

Topeka Area Manager,
System Designer
akoker@electroniclife.com
785.221.0325

MICHAEL COLLEY

Kansas City Area Manager,
System Designer
mcolley@electroniclife.com
785.608.6228

DAVID MILLS

Commercial System Sales
dmills@electroniclife.com
785.845.3446
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